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ABSTRACT: Whereas surface hopping is usually used to study populations and mean-ﬁeld dynamics to study coherences, in two recent papers,
we described a procedure for calculating dipole−dipole correlation functions (and therefore absorption spectra) directly from ensembles of
surface hopping trajectories. We previously applied this method to a
handful of one-dimensional model problems intended to mimic the gas
phase. In this article, we now benchmark this new procedure on a set of
multidimensional model problems intended to mimic the condensed
phase and compare our results against other standard semiclassical methods.
By comparison, we demonstrate that methods that include only dynamical
information from one PES (the standard Kubo approaches) exhibit large discrepancies with the results of exact quantum dynamics.
Furthermore, for model problems with nonadiabatic excited state dynamics but no quantized vibrational structure in the spectra, our
surface hopping approach performs comparably to using Ehrenfest dynamics to calculate the electronic coherences. That being said,
however, when quantized vibrational structures are present in the spectra but the electronic states are uncoupled, performing the
dynamics on the mean PES still outperforms our present method. These benchmark results should inﬂuence future studies that use
ensembles of independent semiclassical trajectories to model linear as well as multidimensional spectra in the condensed phase.

1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a system described (in the diabatic representation) by
the Hamiltonian
Ĥ = |g ⟩Ĥg ⟨g | +

PESs, respectively. Alternatively, eq 3 can be expressed in terms
of the dipole−dipole correlation function, Cμμ(t),
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where Ĥ g and {Ĥ e} are the nuclear Hamiltonians associated
with the ground and excited electronic states, respectively, and
the {VkŜ } are the diabatic couplings. Note that in eq 1, as well
as throughout the article, we will assume that the excited
electronic states are all coupled together but no such vibronic
coupling exists between the ground state and any of the excited
states. The transition dipole moment operator that couples the
ground state to the manifold of excited states can be written as
μ̂ =
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Equations 3−5 allow spectral lineshapes to be modeled
without ﬁrst having to calculate a large number of vibrational
eigenstates, requiring instead the propagation of nuclear wave
packets. In the condensed phase, treating the dynamics of
both the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom quantum
mechanically is tractable only for very speciﬁc nuclear
Hamiltonians and couplings between the nuclei and electrons.3,4
For example, the recently developed hierarchical equations of
motion (HEOM) method provides a powerful machinery for
calculating numerically exact quantum dynamics provided that
the nuclear bath is harmonic with a linear coupling between the
electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom.5−9
Given the enormous computational challenges associated
with the exact treatment of nuclear quantum dynamics in the

̂

dteiωt ⟨Ψ(0)|eiHt / ℏμê −iHt / ℏμ|̂ Ψ(0)⟩]
(3)

Here, |Ψ(0)⟩ = |χ(0)⟩|g⟩, |χ(0)⟩ is the initial nuclear wave function, and e−iHt/̂ ℏ|Ψ(0)⟩ and e−iHt/̂ ℏ μ̂|Ψ(0)⟩ are wave packets
propagated on the ground PES and on the manifold of excited
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For such a system at zero temperature, the electronic linear
absorption spectrum can be calculated from the Fourier transform of the time-dependent overlap of nuclear wave packets
propagated on the ground and excited potential energy surfaces
(PESs) according to1,2
α(ω) ∝ ωRe[

∞

̂ |Ψ(0)⟩]
dteiωt ⟨Ψ(0)|μ(̂ t )μ(0)

where μ̂(t) = e
μ̂e
. At ﬁnite temperatures, the dipole−
dipole correlation function can be evaluated from the thermal
density matrix ρ̂eq as
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FSSH trajectories.31,59 These methods were based on
identifying the correct mixed quantum-classical nuclearelectronic density matrix associated with a swarm of FSSH
trajectories. This density matrix is deﬁned in the spirit of the
quantum-classical Liouville equation and uses trajectory
information from both the electronic amplitudes and the active
adiabatic surfaces to build up the proper nuclear-electronic
density matrix.30,60−64 Using one-dimensional model problems,
we previously demonstrated that our FSSH mixed quantumclassical nuclear-electronic density matrices can be eﬀectively
used to propagate spectroscopically relevant electronic
coherences in the presence of signiﬁcant nonadiabatic excited
state dynamics.31,59 In this article, we extend our analysis to
model condensed phase problems as well as to directly compare
FSSH versus Ehrenfest for propagating electronic coherences.
We now outline the two major sets of results presented in
this article. In Section 2, we will describe several methods that
use ensembles of independent semiclassical trajectories to
model electronic coherences for uncoupled electronic states (as
is relevant for spectroscopy). Our model Hamiltonian consists
of two uncoupled electronic states, a harmonic vibrational
coordinate that undergoes a large shift upon electronic excitation, a bath of harmonic modes that are weakly eﬀected by the
electronic excitation, and bilinear couplings between the system
and bath modes on the excited PES. Note that this model
Hamiltonian formally requires a Duschinsky rotation to be
solved exactly.65 Because much of the reorganization energy is
concentrated in the system mode, the linear absorption spectra
exhibit pronounced quantized vibrational structure, which
points to the importance of nuclear wave packet recoherences
in the dynamics. In this case, we show that performing dynamics on the mean PES is generally more accurate than
averaging together dynamical information obtained from
separate swarms of trajectories propagated on the ground and
excited PESs. That being said, including dynamical information
from only the ground or the excited PES yields spectra with
large errors relative to the results of exact quantum dynamics.
In Section 3, we discuss how the semiclassical methods
introduced in Section 2 can be generalized to account for
coupled electronic states. We then introduce a three-state
model Hamiltonian that includes the eﬀects of nonadiabatic
excited state dynamics. Each electronic state is coupled to a
harmonic bath described by a Drude spectral density, with the
reorganization energy distributed evenly among many vibrational modes. Note that these problems can be solved
numerically exactly using HEOM.5−7 We show that our
method (taking the geometric average of electronic coherences
calculated from separate swarms of FSSH trajectories
propagated on the ground PES and on the excited PES) yields
spectra that are comparable to calculating the dipole−dipole
correlation function from an ensemble of Ehrenfest trajectories.
Both of these methods are shown to be signiﬁcantly more
reliable than the Kubo approaches or including only the
inhomogeneous component of the line shape. We conclude in
Section 4. Note that we set ℏ = 1 throughout this article.

condensed phase, a number of semiclassical approaches have
been developed to approximate eqs 3−5.2−4,10−27 The central
idea behind these approaches is to treat the electronic degrees
of freedom fully quantum mechanically while approximating
the evolving nuclear wave packet with an ensemble of classical
trajectories (or frozen gaussians) that are propagated using
classical equations of motion. In doing so, the dynamics are
usually performed on either the ground PES, as in standard
Kubo theory, or on the average of the ground and excited
PESs.15−18,20,22,28−30 Recently, we proposed an alternative
approach in which ensembles of classical trajectories are
separately evolved on the ground and on the excited PESs
and the dipole−dipole correlation functions independently
calculated from these two ensembles are geometrically
averaged.31 A more detailed description of the semiclassical
methods relevant to this study can be found in Section 2.
In the present article, we are interested in methodologies
capable of capturing the spectroscopic signatures of nonadiabatic dynamics and electronic relaxation. When the
electronic states are coupled, each of the quasi-classical
trajectories must be dressed by an electronic wave function
that evolves under the time-dependent electronic Schrödinger
equation.32−35 In Ehrenfest dynamics, the nuclei then evolve on
the instantaneous mean-ﬁeld PES based on the electronic wave
function carried by the trajectory.36,37 Alternatively, in Tully’s
fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH), the nuclear equations
of motion are derived from a single adiabatic PES. However,
the identity of this active adiabatic surface is allowed to vary
throughout the simulation through stochastic hops that, within
the context of an ensemble of FSSH trajectories, approximate
wave packet branching.32 Because of its computational eﬃciency
and algorithmic simplicity, FSSH has become an especially
popular theoretical tool for modeling photochemistry and
quantifying electronic relaxation branching ratios.38−42 Moreover, FSSH has been shown to closely follow detailed balance
(as opposed to Ehrenfest dynamics).43−45
Now, with a few exceptions, FSSH has rarely been used to
model electronic spectroscopic observables; the method has
usually been used to model electronic populations. The exceptions are as follows: First, surface hopping approaches have
been used to model the inhomogeneous component of pump−
probe signals associated with time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy, time-resolved absorption, and stimulated Raman
spectra.46−51 Second, multiple research groups have recently
investigated the direct incorporation of the interactions
between molecules and strong laser pulses into the FSSH
algorithm.52−54 Third, Jansen and co-workers recently reported
the use of FSSH to propagate electronic populations and Kubo
theory to propagate electronic coherences in the simulation of
two-dimensional electronic spectra and time-resolved ﬂuorescence.55,56 Fourth, Vanič́ ek and co-workers recently reported a
study in which they combined their multiple-surface dephasing
representation with ensembles of FSSH trajectories in order to
calculate linear and time-resolved stimulated emission spectra
of pyrazine.57 Notwithstanding these exceptions, however, spectroscopy is usually calculated with either ground-state dynamics,
excited-state dynamics, or mean-ﬁeld dynamics.2−4,10−27 For
example, Jansen has also studied Ehrenfest dynamics for
propagating both the populations and electronic coherences
associated with two-dimensional electronic spectrosocpy.58
Recently, we reported methods for calculating the electronic
coherences associated with linear absorption and time-resolved
diﬀerential absorbance spectra directly from ensembles of

2. LINEAR ABSORPTION SPECTRA IN THE ABSENCE
OF ELECTRONIC RELAXATION
2.1. Methods. Perhaps the simplest means of computing an
electronic absorption line shape for a condensed phase system
is to construct a histogram of the vertical energy gaps sampled
by an ensemble of conﬁgurations at thermal equilibrium on
the ground PES.66 If we have a system with two uncoupled
B
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electronic states that satisﬁes the Condon approximation, then
such a histogram can be constructed via
α(inh)(ω) =

4ωΔ|μeg |2
cNtraj

Ntraj

∑
S=1

Whereas Kubo theory results from a stochastic and fully
classical treatment of environmental ﬂuctuations, the quantumclassical Liouville equation of Kapral and Martens suggests that
evolving nuclei on the mean PES, as in eq 9, provides a more
accurate semiclassical description of electronic coherences and
hence dipole−dipole correlation functions.15,18,20,22,28−30
Recently, we proposed another semiclassical approximation
for the dipole−dipole correlation functions associated with electronic linear absorption spectroscopy

1
(Ve(x [⃗ S]) − Vg(x [⃗ S]) − ω)2 + Δ2 /4
(6)

where Vg(x⃗) and Ve(x⃗) are the PESs for the ground and excited
electronic states respectively, μeg is the transition dipole
moment matrix element coupling these electronic states, Ntraj
is the number of conﬁgurations in the ensemble, and Δ is a
parameter to be discussed below. Equation 6 accounts for the
inhomogeneous component of the line shape that physically
originates from the distribution of local solvent environments
experienced by the chromophore(s). By convoluting each
vertical energy gap with a Lorentzian line shape of width Δ, eq 6
phenomenologically accounts for homogeneous broadening.
A popular means of moving beyond the inhomogeneous
limit makes use of the formalism originally developed by
Kubo16,17
⎡ i
(Kubo g )
Cμμ
(t ) = |μeg |2 ⟨exp⎢ −
⎣ ℏ

∫0
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Here, the {xk} are the vibrational normal modes associated with
the ground PES. On the excited PES, however, x1 is treated as a
system coordinate that is bilinearly coupled to Nmode − 1 bath
modes, {xk>1}. Note that these bilinear couplings between the
vibrational modes on the excited PES introduce a Duschinsky
rotation so that the normal modes on the ground and excited
PESs diﬀer from each other (see Appendix).65 As a result, eq 11
is diﬀerent from two purely shifted harmonic potentials.
In eq 11, we let m = 1728.26 au, ϵ = 16 000 cm−1, ω1 =
500 cm−1, Nmodes = 100, and D1 = 1/ mω1 or D1 = 2/ mω1 .
The displacements in the bath modes on the excited PES, Dk>1,
are all chosen to be much smaller than D1; this physically
corresponds to x1 being much more strongly aﬀected by the
electronic excitation than any of the bath modes. The speciﬁc
values of Dk mωk were sampled from a Gaussian distribution
with a variance of 0.01 and are tabulated in the Supporting
Information. The parameters ωk>1 and ck>1 are obtained by

(e)

(He(x ⃗ (t ′), p ⃗ (t ′))

(8)

(He(x ⃗((g + e)/2)(t ′), p ⃗((g + e)/2) (t ′))

⎤
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⎦

mω12 2
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−

(mean)
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(t ) = |μeg |2
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⎡ i
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⎣ ℏ

(e)
Here, ⟨σ(g)
eg (t)⟩g and ⟨σeg (t)⟩g are semiclassical approximations
to the electronic coherence calculated using ensembles of classical
trajectories propagated on the ground and excited PESs, respectively, and σeg(0) is the initial value of the electronic coherence.31,59
Note that this approach eﬀectively combines the dynamical
information present in eqs 7 and 8. We previously demonstrated
that eq 10 is exact for the case of uncoupled shifted harmonic
potentials with identical harmonic frequencies and agrees with the
formalism of Kapral and Martens in the short-time limit.31
2.2. The Two-State Model and Computational Details.
We consider a model Hamiltonian consisting of two uncoupled
electronic states with PESs

Alternatively, the trajectories can be propagated using equations of motion derived from the classical Hamiltonian
H(g+e)/2 = Hg/2 + He/2
⎡ i
×⟨exp⎢ −
⎣ ℏ

σeg(0)

⎤
− Hg(x ⃗(e)(t ′), p ⃗(e) (t ′)))⎥⟩g σeg(0)
⎦

(7)

⎤
− Hg(x ⃗(e)(t ′), p ⃗(e) (t ′))) dt ′⎥⟩g
⎦

⟨σeg(g )(t )⟩g ⟨σeg(e)(t )⟩g

⎤
− Hg(x ⃗(g )(t ′), p ⃗(g ) (t ′)))⎥⟩g σeg(0)
⎦

where Hg(x⃗,p⃗) and He(x⃗,p⃗) are the classical nuclear Hamiltonians for the ground and excited electronic states, the trajectories {x⃗(g(t),p⃗(g)(t))} are propagated using equations of motion
derived from Hg(x⃗,p⃗), and ⟨...⟩g denotes ensemble averaging
over initial conditions sampled from the appropriate distribution on the ground PES. Physically, Kubo theory relates the
dipole−dipole correlation function to the ﬂuctuating energy
gaps sampled by an ensemble of trajectories evolving classically
on the ground PES. These ﬂuctuations are caused by both the
vibrational motions of the chromophores and the interactions
of the chromophores with their environments. Equation 7,
therefore, captures not only the inhomogeneous spectral
broadening caused by the distribution of local environments
but also at least some of the dynamical eﬀects neglected in eq 6.
Although Kubo theory traditionally entails evolving the
ensemble of trajectories on the ground PES, eq 7 is readily
generalized to allow for propagation on other surfaces. Excited
state Kubo, for example, uses an ensemble of trajectories with
initial conditions sampled on the ground PES but subsequently
evolved on the excited PES
2

= |μeg |

(He(x ⃗(g )(t ′), p ⃗(g ) (t ′))

⎤
− Hg(x ⃗(g )(t ′), p ⃗(g ) (t ′))) dt ′⎥⟩g
⎦
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Cμμ
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discretizing an Ohmic spectral density with an exponential
cutoﬀ
J(ω) =

N

π
2

∑
k=1

ck2
δ(ω − ωk) = ηω exp( −ω/ωC )
mωk

(12)

following Craig and Manolopoulos67
⎛ k − 3/2 ⎞
ωk > 1 = −ωC ln⎜
⎟
⎝ Nmodes − 1 ⎠
ck > 1 = ωk

2ηmωC
π (Nmodes − 1)

(13)

−1

We deﬁne, ωC = 1000 cm and 0.01 ≤ η/mω1 ≤ 1.0. Finally,
the transition dipole moment coupling the ground and excited
electronic states is assumed to be independent of nuclear position.
The semiclassical calculations were performed using an ensemble of 40 000 trajectories on each surface on which dynamics
were performed, for a total of 80 000 trajectories when eq 10 was
used. The initial positions and momenta were sampled from
the ﬁnite temperature harmonic oscillator Wigner distribution
associated with the ground PES with kBT = 250 cm−1.1,68,69 The
equations of motion were integrated using the fourth-order
Runge−Kutta algorithm with a time step of δt = 0.05 fs.70 In
doing so, if the energy of a given trajectory drifted signiﬁcantly
within a single time step, then the integration over that time
step was repeated using a series of smaller time steps to ensure
energy conservation. The sign of the square root in eq 10 is
chosen so that C(SC)
μμ (t) lies as close as possible in the complex
plane to C(SC)
μμ (t − δt). Numerically exact quantum dynamics
calculations were also used to calculate Cμμ(t) using a procedure described in the Appendix.
Where applicable, the linear absorption spectra were
obtained from Cμμ(t) using
α(ω) ≃ −

8πω ⎡
Im⎢
⎢⎣
cℏ

∫0

t max

Figure 1. Results of exact quantum dynamics (black solid curves) are
compared in the left panels to spectra calculated semiclassically using
eq 10 (red dotted curves), ground state Kubo (cyan dashed curves),
and excited state Kubo (purple dashed curves). In the right panels, the
semiclassical calculations use eq 10 with decoherence included through
AFSSH (blue dashed curves), trajectories propagated on the mean
PES (green dotted curves), and the inhomogeneous component of the
line shape (gray dashed curves). The model systems are deﬁned by
eq 11 with D1 = 1/ mω1 . Note that the Kubo approaches display
qualitatively incorrect lineshapes, the ability of eqs 9 and 10 to capture
the quantized vibrational structure present in the spectra decreases
with increasing η, and performing dynamics on the mean PES
generally outperforms our surface hopping approach.

⎛ πt ⎞ ⎤
eiωt Im[Cμμ(t )] cos⎜
⎟ dt ⎥
⎝ 2tmax ⎠ ⎥⎦
(14)

where the factor cos(πt/2tmax) was used to reduce the presence of spurious Gibbs oscillations by forcing the integrand to
smoothly go to zero at the ﬁnal time included in the dynamics,
tmax = 100 fs.71 The spectra were calculated on a frequency
grid with a resolution of 10 cm−1. The inhomogeneous spectral
lineshapes were calculated using eq 6 with Δ = 250 cm−1 to
capture the homogeneous spectral broadening present in the
other spectra caused by truncating the Fourier transform in
eq 14 at a ﬁnite tmax. The inhomogeneous spectra were also
scaled such that their integrated amplitudes match those of the
corresponding spectra calculated using eq 10.
2.3. Results and Discussion. The performance of our
approach for the two-state model system described above with
D1 = 1/ mω1 or D1 = 2/ mω1 is shown in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively. Because D1 ≫ Dk>1, the spectra exhibit a pronounced Franck−Condon progression in mode x1 that is
broadened due to the bilinear couplings between x1 and the
{xk>1} in eq 11 as well as the small displacements in the bath
modes. When η is small, the model system is approximately
that of uncoupled, displaced harmonic oscillators and eq 10
(red dotted curves) is in quantitative agreement with the results
of exact quantum dynamics (black solid curves). As η increases,
the semiclassical line shape becomes increasingly broad relative

to the exact results, indicating that our semiclassical description
of the electronic coherence decays too quickly. Consistent with
our previous work, this results from eq 10 incompletely
capturing the eﬀects of the nuclear wave packet recoherences
that give rise to the quantized vibrational structure present in
the spectra.31 The prevalence of nuclear wave packet
recoherences in these multidimensional problems reﬂects the
concentration of a signiﬁcant fraction of the reorganization
energy in a single vibrational mode; if we consider the case that,
for all k > 1, ck = 0 in eq 11, then x1 carries 30 and 63% of the
total reorganization energy for the parameters considered in
Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Another signature of these longlived coherences is that, if we extend tmax beyond the bath
relaxation time scale, the exact spectral lineshapes continue to
narrow signiﬁcantly. Nevertheless, the spectra calculated using
eq 10 contain the correct overall spectral lineshapes and, in
D
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both the ground state and excited state Kubo spectra, shown as
the cyan dashed and purple dashed curves, respectively, exhibit
large, qualitative discrepancies with the exact spectra. Increasing the displacement in the system mode to D1 = 2/ mω1
improves the accuracy of both Kubo approaches (as was also
found in our previous work), although the excited state Kubo
lineshapes have spurious features at lower frequencies.31
Importantly for this article, eq 10 is consistently in better
agreement with the exact results than either Kubo approach,
indicating the importance of including dynamical information
from both PESs involved in the electronic coherence. Similarly,
including only the inhomogeneous component of the lineshapes,
calculated using eq 6 and shown as the gray dashed curves,
results in broad, featureless spectra centered on the ground state
Kubo results. Finally, one obvious conclusion from Figures 1 and 2
is that calculating the coherences by performing the dynamics on
the mean surface and using eq 9, shown as the green dotted curves,
is usually the best approach, especially when η becomes large.
Results shown in the Supporting Information compare eqs
7−10 with their second-order cumulant approximations as well
as demonstrate the eﬀect of using classical Boltzmann instead of
Wigner initial conditions. As η increases, there is a decrease in
the agreement between the spectra calculated using the secondorder cumulants and the spectra calculated with the full
dipole−dipole correlation functions; the latter are always closer
to the exact quantum mechanical results. Using initial
conditions sampled from the Boltzmann distribution generally
leads to a deterioration in the accuracy of the spectral
lineshapes, particularly for large η/mω1. This reﬂects the
importance of using semiclassical initial conditions when
quantized vibrational structure is present in the spectra and
ℏω > kBT (ℏω1 = 500 cm−1 while kBT = 250 cm−1).31

Figure 2. Same data set as Figure 1 except that the reorganization
energy is increased by setting D1 = 2/ mω1 . Note that the Kubo
lineshapes are in better agreement with the exact results (as compared
to Figure 1). However, the semiclassical methods that include
dynamical information from both surfaces eqs 10 and 9 remain in
better agreement with the exact lineshapes than the Kubo methods.

3. LINEAR ABSORPTION SPECTRA WITH ELECTRONIC
RELAXATION
3.1. Methods. Throughout this article, we assume that, in
the diabatic representation, the transition dipole moment
operator is independent of nuclear geometry. Because the
adiabatic, {|Φi⟩}, and diabatic, {|Ξa⟩}, electronic bases are
related by a unitary transformation that depends on nuclear
geometry, U(x⃗), the Condon approximation will not hold in
the adiabatic representation. As in our previous studies, we will
restrict ourselves to systems in which the excited electronic
states are vibronically coupled together but no such vibronic
coupling exists between the ground state and any of the excited
states.
We focus ﬁrst on the extension of eq 10 to problems
involving excited state nonadiabatic dynamics. In doing so, we
will use two swarms of trajectories, one propagated on the
ground PES and the other on the manifold of excited PESs
using Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping algorithm
(FSSH).32,63,74 For both swarms, the initial nuclear positions
and momenta are sampled from the appropriate distribution on
the ground PES. As in our previous work, the initial electronic
wave function for all of the trajectories (in the diabatic
representation) is taken to be a coherent superposition of the
ground and all bright states. For example, for a four-state
system with diabats 2 and 4 equally bright and diabat 3 dark,
the initial electronic wave function for the S th trajectory is
|ψ [S](0)⟩ = 1/ 3 |Ξ1⟩ + 1/ 3 |Ξ 2⟩ + 1/ 3 |Ξ4⟩. B e c a u s e
FSSH dynamics shall be performed in the adiabatic
representation, we convert to the adiabatic basis using

particular for the D1 = 1/ mω1 data, much of the underlying
vibrational structure.
Given the discussion of recoherence above, it is perhaps
unsurprising that including the eﬀects of decoherence through
the augmented fewest switches surface hopping (AFSSH)
algorithm (blue dashed curves) gives worse results than not
including decoherence at all. The AFSSH algorithm was designed
to improve FSSH by estimating the rate of separation between a
nuclear wave packet centered on one FSSH trajectory and nuclear
wave packets moving on other PESs; the decay of their overlap is
accompanied by the decay of the electronic coherences between
the states. AFSSH does not consider any recoherence and
incorporates decoherence by stochastically and irreversibly
collapsing oﬀ-diagonal matrix elements of the electronic density
matrix. However, true quantum dynamics would have the
electronic coherences gradually decay with the separation of the
corresponding wave packets and at least partially grow back when
the wave packets begin to reapproach each other. As a result, the
dipole−dipole correlation functions calculated using AFSSH decay
too quickly and the resulting spectra are spuriously broad and lack
vibrational structure, behavior similar to that observed in our
previous study of one-dimensional model systems.59,63,72,73
Figures 1 and 2 also compare the results of eq 10 to the other semiclassical approximations discussed above. When D1 = 1/ mω1 ,
E
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|ψ [S](0)⟩ =

where Ek(x)⃗ denotes the kth adiabatic PES. We use FSSH to
propagate the trajectories for excited state Kubo and only
include a contribution from the instantaneous active surface at
each time step so that

∑ ba[S](0)|Ξa⟩
a

=

∑ ∑ Uai(x [⃗ S](0))ba[S](0)|Φ⟩i
i

=

a

∑

ci[S](0)|Φ⟩
i

(15)

i

We will use λ[S](t) to denote the active adiabatic surface that the
nuclei for the S th trajectory are propagated on at time t. For the
swarm of trajectories propagated on the excited states, λ[S](0)
are stochastically assigned based on {|ck[S](0)|2}.
As in our previous work, the electronic coherence between
adiabats j and k associated with a swarm of FSSH trajectories is
calculated as
1
Ntraj

⟨σjk(adiab)(t )⟩g =

σjk[S](t )

Ntraj

∑
S=1

[S]
σjj[S](t ) + σkk
(t )

α(inh)(ω) =

(δkλ[S](t ) + δjλ[S](t ))

×

E Ehr(x ⃗ , c ⃗) =

σjj[S](t )

+

(δkλ[S](t ) + δjλ[S](t ))

Ntraj

(x [⃗ S])|2
∑ ∑ |μk(adiab)
1
S=1

k

1
[S]

[S]

(Ek (x ⃗ ) − E1(x ⃗ ) − ω)2 + Δ2 /4

∑ |ck(t )|2 Ek(x (⃗ t ))

(Ehr)
Cμμ
(t )

(17)

=

∑

|μa(diab)
|2
1

a>1

The dipole−dipole correlation function associated with the two
swarms of FSSH trajectories evolved on the ground and on the
excited PESs is then calculated as
(FSSH)
Cμμ
(t ) =

|2
∑ |μa(diab)
1
a>1

g
⟨σdiab
a1 (t)⟩g

Ehr)
⟨σa(diab
(t )⟩g =
1

g)
e)
⟨σa(diab
(t )⟩g ⟨σa(diab
(t )⟩g
1
1
g)
e)
⟨σa(diab
(0)⟩g ⟨σa(diab
(0)⟩g
1
1

(18)

Here,
and
are calculated using separate
swarms of FSSH trajectories propagated on the ground and
excited PESs, respectively, the sum is over all bright diabats, and
the denominator ensures proper normalization.
The Kubo approaches as well as the inhomogeneous
component of spectral lineshapes are also readily extended to
systems with nonadiabatic excited state dynamics. For example,
in the adiabatic representation, the ground-state Kubo
expression for the dipole−dipole correlation function becomes
(Kubo g )
(t )
Cμμ

Nmodes

V1(x ⃗) =

k=1

V2(x ⃗) =

=

k=1

V3(x ⃗) =

k

a>1
t

1
Ntraj

Ehr)
⟨σa(diab
(t )⟩g
1
Ehr)
⟨σa(diab
(0)⟩g
1

Ntraj

∑ ∑ Uak(x [⃗ S](t ))σk[1S](t )
S=1

k

(23)

mωk2 2
xk
2
mωk2
(xk + Dk ,2)2 + ϵ2
2
mωk2
(xk + Dk ,3)2 + ϵ3
2

(24)

with a constant diabatic coupling, V23, between the two excited
states and no such diabatic coupling between the ground state
and either excited state (V12 = V13 = 0). In order to facilitate
comparison with HEOM calculations, we parametrize the baths
by discretizing Drude spectral densities
γω
Ja (ω) = 2λa 2 a 2
ω + γa
(25)

(x [⃗ S](t ))
∑ ∑ μk(adiab)
1

∫0

∑
k=1

∑ Uak(x ⃗)μa(diab)
1

⎡ i
(x (⃗ t )) = ⎢ −
σk(Kubo)
1
⎣ ℏ

∑
Nmodes

(x [⃗ S](0))σk(Kubo)
(x [⃗ S](t ))
× μ1(adiab)
1
k
(x ⃗ )
μk(adiab)
1

∑
Nmodes

Ntraj
S=1

(22)

3.2. The Three-State Model and Computational
Details. We consider a three-state model in which the diabatic
PESs are given by

e
⟨σdiab
a1 (t)⟩g

1
=
Ntraj

(21)

provides a tempting analogue to the mean surface dynamics
underlying eq 9. The dipole−dipole correlation associated with
a swarm of Ehrenfest trajectories is calculated using

jk

[S]
σkk
(t )

(20)

k

Ntraj

σjk[S](t )

[S]

Unlike the other semiclassical approaches, eq 9 cannot be
directly generalized to problems involving coupled electronic
states. However, Ehrenfest dynamics, in which the nuclei evolve
on the instantaneous mean-ﬁeld surface given by

∑ ∑ Uaj(x [⃗ S](t ))Ukb(x [⃗ S](t ))
S=1

4ωΔ
cNtraj
×

c[j S](t )ck[S] *(t )

1
Ntraj

[S]

S=1

Therefore, all diﬀerences between the excited state Kubo results
and those obtained using eq 18 are due to the procedure
used to calculate the dipole−dipole correlation function and
not the algorithm used to propagate the dynamics. Similarly,
eq 6 becomes

=
where
is the adiabatic electronic density
matrix of the S th trajectory and only trajectories moving along
the jth or kth adiabatic PES contribute to the coherence.31,59
Note that this deﬁnition combines information from both the
electronic wave functions carried by the FSSH trajectories and
the active adiabatic surfaces that they are propagated on at time
t. Similarly, the electronic coherence between diabats a and b
can be obtained by combining eq 16 with U(x⃗)
(diab)
⟨σab
(t )⟩g =

Ntraj

∑ μ λ(adiab)
(x [⃗ S](t ))μ1(adiab)
(x [⃗ S](0))
λ (0)
(t )1

× σ λ(Kubo)
(x [⃗ S](t ))
[S]
(t )1

(16)

σjk[S](t )

1
Ntraj

(Kubo e)
Cμμ
(t ) =

⎤
(Ek (x (⃗ t ′)) − E1(x (⃗ t ′))) dt ′⎥
⎦

with the bath response frequency γa = γ = 15 ps−1 for all three
states and the bath reorganization energy of the excited states,

(19)
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λa>1, ranging from 250 to 2250 cm−1.7 We assume that the
density of bath modes can be written as
ρ(ω) =

Nmodes
γ
2
arctan(ωmax /γ ) ω + γ 2

Unfortunately, for the model problems considered in this
section, this procedure sometimes caused C(FSSH)
(t) to be 180°
μμ
out of phase with the quantum results for portions of the
dynamics. As exempliﬁed in Figure 3, this can produce large
errors in the ﬁnal spectral lineshapes.

(26)

−1

where ωmax = 3000 cm is the largest harmonic frequency included in eq 24 and Nmodes/arctan(ωmax/γ) = ξ is a normalization constant. Following Makri, we sample the harmonic
frequencies using

∫0

ωk

ρ(ω) dω = k

(27)

so that ωk = γ tan (k/ξ).
for the spectral density

75

Ja (ωk) =

π
2

N

∑
k=1

ck2, a
mωk

Equating the alternative expression

ρ(ωk)

(28)

with eq 25 allows the coupling coeﬃcients to be determined as
ck , a = 2ωk

λam
ξπ

(29)

The displacements used in eq 24 are then obtained as
|Dk,a| = ck,a/(mω2k ). Note that this discrerization scheme
corresponds to evenly distributing the reorganization energy
among all of the bath modes so that |Dk , a mωk | ≪ 1 for all of
the modes with ωk > 200 cm−1. In order to model uncorrelated
system-bath couplings, where each of the electronic states is
independently coupled to the bath, we randomly assign the signs of
Dk,2 and Dk,3 for all of the bath modes. Alternatively, we can model
perfectly anticorrelated system-bath couplings, where ﬂuctuations
in the bath modes aﬀect the energies of each excited state
in exactly opposite ways, by setting Dk,2 = −Dk,3 for all of the
bath modes.76 Finally, the mass of each harmonic oscillator is
1728.26 au and (as stated earlier) the transition dipole moments
in the diabatic representation are assumed to be positionindependent (i.e., the Condon approximation).
Unless speciﬁed otherwise, the semiclassical calculations performed using eq 18 employed ensembles with either 30 000
trajectories for each diabatic state if all were bright or 40 000
trajectories for each diabatic state involved in the initial
coherence if one of the diabats was dark. The Ehrenfest, Kubo,
and inhomogeneous spectral lineshapes were all calculated
using ensembles of 40 000 trajectories. The initial positions and
momenta were sampled from the ﬁnite temperature harmonic
oscillator Wigner distribution associated with the ground
PES with T = 300 K (kBT ≈ 208 cm−1).1,68,69 The equations
of motion were integrated using the fourth-order Runge−
Kutta algorithm with a time step of δt = 0.025 fs.70,77 Where
applicable, the spectra were calculated using eq 14 with tmax =
100 fs and a frequency grid of 10 cm−1. The parameter Δ in
eq 21 was again set to 250 cm−1 to account for the homogeneous spectral broadening associated with truncating the
Fourier transforms at tmax = 100 fs. Additionally, we rescale
the inhomogeneous line widths so that they have the same
integrated amplitudes as the FSSH spectra.
One point of departure from our previous work lies in treating the discontinuities that arise in the numerical evaluation of
eq 18 due to the ambiguity in the signs of the square roots.31,59
Previously, we ensured the continuity of C(FSSH)
(t) by choosing
μμ
the signs of the square roots in eq 18 such that each lies closest
in the complex plane to its value from the previous time step.

Figure 3. Top panel shows a comparison between dipole−dipole correlation
functions calculated using eq 18 and made continuous by either minimizing
the distance in the complex plane between

g)
e)
⟨σa(diab
(t )⟩g ⟨σa(diab
(t )⟩g
1
1

g)
e)
(t − δt )⟩g ⟨σa(diab
(t − δt )⟩g (blue dashed curve) or
and ⟨σa(diab
1
1
using the two-step procedure described in this section (red dotted
curve). The bottom panel compares the spectra calculated with these
dipole−dipole correlation functions. In both panels, the results of
HEOM calculations are shown as the black solid curve.

An alternative approach is to (i) require smoothly varying
g)
⟨σa(diab
(t )⟩g , i.e., choosing the signs that minimize
1
g)
| ⟨σa(diab
(t )⟩g −
1

g)
⟨σa(diab
(t − δt )⟩g |
1

and (ii) determine the sign of

(30)

e)
⟨σa(diab
(t )⟩g that lies closest
1

g)
(t )⟩g . We consistently
in the complex plane to ⟨σa(diab
1
found that this alternative two-step procedure yielded more
(t) for the range of parameters associated
accurate C(FSSH)
μμ
with the three-state Hamiltonian (eq 24) considered in this
study.
Numerically exact quantum dynamics calculations were
performed using HEOM as implemented in the open-source
software package PHI.5−7 In our calculations, we used a
hierarchy truncation level of 17 with time-local truncation and a single Matsubara term.8 Note that, due to the
requirements of the PHI program, only the excited states
were explicitly included in the HEOM calculations; the
desired coherences were propagated using the rk4spectrum
integrator included in PHI.7 Sample PHI input ﬁles for the
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Figure 4. Left panels compare spectra calculated using HEOM (black
solid curves) and those calculated semiclassically using eq 18 (red dotted
curves), ground state Kubo (cyan dashed curves), and excited state Kubo
(purple dashed curves). The right panels compare HEOM (black solid
curves) to using eq 18 with AFSSH (blue dashed curves), Ehrenfest
(green dotted curves), and the inhomogeneous component of the line
shape (gray dashed curves). The results are shown for three-state model
systems deﬁned by eq 24 with ϵ2 = 15 000 cm−1, ϵ3 = 16 000 cm−1, λ2 =
1000 cm−1, λ3 = 250 cm−1, uncorrelated system-bath couplings, and both
diabats bright. Both the FSSH and Ehrenfest spectra are in excellent
agreement with the HEOM results, the inhomogeneous spectral
lineshapes are too broad, and the Kubo spectra (particularly excited
state Kubo) exhibit deviations from the HEOM results.

Figure 5. Spectra similar to those in Figure 4 except that diabat 3 is
now dark. Note that the discrepancies between the Kubo and HEOM
spectra are more pronounced here relative to Figure 4 where both
excited diabats are bright.

line widths are due to the system-bath couplings in eq 24 and
not an artifact of truncating the Fourier transforms. A more
complete data set containing alternative choices of ϵ2, ϵ3, λ2,
and λ3 can be found in the Supporting Information.
It is worth considering the diﬀerences between the two-state
models discussed previously in Section 2 and the three-state
models described in this section. For the two-state models, one
vibrational degree of freedom carries a large fraction of the
overall reorganization energy, resulting in the pronounced
Franck−Condon progression evident in Figures 1 and 2. Thus,
the nuclear dynamics are that of a one-dimensional system perturbed by a bath with signiﬁcant wave packet recoherences giving
rise to the vibrational structure present in the spectra; these wave
packet recoherences are especially challenging to model using ensembles of independent semiclassical surface hopping trajectories
(see Section 2 and refs 31 and 59). By explicitly treating
decoherence but not recoherence, the AFSSH dipole−dipole
correlations decay too quickly, resulting in spuriously broad spectra.
Presently, however, for the three-state models considered in this
section, the reorganization energy is evenly distributed over all of
vibrational modes. With the nuclear dynamics no longer dominated
by a single nuclear coordinate, the dynamically relevant regions
of phase space are larger and the importance of wave packet
recoherences is greatly reduced. As a result, the spectra do not exhibit quantized vibrational structure and eqs 17 and 18 consistently

calculations reported in this work can be found in the
Supporting Information.
3.3. Results and Discussion. Figures 4−7 provide a
comparison between the results of applying eqs 17 and 18 (red
dotted curves) to the three-state nonadiabatic models discussed
above and the results of converged HEOM calculations (black
solid curves). Each of these data sets contains a range of
diabatic couplings spanning the diabatic and adiabatic limits,
with the spectral lineshapes exhibiting a strong dependence on
the magnitude of V23. Also illustrated in these ﬁgures is how the
spectral lineshapes are aﬀected by whether the system-bath
couplings are uncorrelated or perfectly anticorrelated as well
as whether both excited diabats are equally bright or one is
dark. In all cases, the specta calculated semiclassically using
eqs 17 and 18 are in excellent agreement with the HEOM
results. Note that doubling the size of tmax in eq 14 does not
signiﬁcantly change the spectral line shapes, indicating that the
H
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Figure 6. Spectra similar to those in Figure 4 except that ϵ2 = ϵ3 =
16 000 cm−1, λ2 = λ3 = 250 cm−1, and there are perfectly anticorrelated
system-bath couplings. Note that the discrepancies between the
HEOM results and the Kubo and inhomogeneous spectral lineshapes
are more pronounced here than in Figure 4 because the system-bath
couplings are perfectly anticorrelated (as opposed to uncorrelated).

Figure 7. Spectra similar to those in Figure 4 except that ϵ2 = ϵ3 =
16 000 cm−1, λ2 = λ3 = 250 cm−1, there are perfectly anticorrelated
system-bath couplings, and diabat 3 is dark. Note that the
discrepancies between the HEOM results and the Kubo and
inhomogeneous spectral lineshapes are more pronounced here than
in Figure 4 because the system-bath couplings are perfectly anticorrelated (as opposed to uncorrelated).

provide a good approximation to the coupled electronic and nuclear
quantum dynamics, as shown in Figures 4−7.78 Regarding
decoherence, the AFSSH spectral lineshapes (blue dashed lines)
in Figures 4−7 are in much closer accord with the FSSH results
than with the two-state model data in Figures 1 and 2; the AFSSH
decoherence rates associated with the three-state model are
comparable to or only slightly faster than the rates at which the
dipole−dipole correlation functions decay due to dephasing.
Figure 8 illustrates the evolution of the diabatic excited state
populations calculated in the same simulations as were used to
generate the spectra in Figures 4 and 5. In the diabatic limit
(V23 = 16 cm−1), there is little transfer of population between
the two excited states. Increasing V23 leads to much more
signiﬁcant population transfer, particularly when diabat 3 is
dark. Figure 8 also illustrates the ability of FSSH (red curves)
and AFSSH (blue curves) to replicate the HEOM results (black
curves). When diabat 3 is dark, both FSSH and AFSSH yield
population dynamics in good accord with HEOM. However,
when both excited diabats are bright, the semiclassical methods
display signiﬁcant errors at long times in both the diabatic and
adiabatic limits. Note that when the AFSSH and FSSH results
diﬀer, the AFSSH results tend to be in better agreement with
the HEOM populations than FSSH.

Figures 4−7 also compare the HEOM results with the other
semiclassical methods described above. The spectra calculated
using Ehrenfest dynamics with eq 23 (green dotted curves) are
found to be comparable with those calculated using FSSH
dynamics (eqs 17 and 18), with neither method consistently
in better agreement with the HEOM results. Both the ground
state Kubo (cyan dashed curves) and the excited state
Kubo (purple dashed curves) spectra exhibit large, qualitative
errors in the diabatic limit, particularly when the system-bath
couplings are perfectly anticorrelated. Increasing V23 tends to
reduce the deviations between the Kubo and HEOM spectra,
with ground state Kubo generally in better agreement with the
HEOM results than excited state Kubo when V23 is large.
However, the magnitude of the errors in the Kubo spectra at
intermediate values of V23 depends strongly on the other
parameters used to deﬁne the three-state model. The
inhomogeneous spectral lineshapes (gray dashed curves) mirror
the ground state Kubo spectra but are consistently too broad,
especially when V23 is large and/or the system-bath couplings
are perfectly anticorrelated.
Finally, before concluding, Figure 9 provides representative
data illustrating how the dipole−dipole correlation functions
calculated using eqs 17 and 18 converge with the size of the
I
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Figure 9. Comparison between results calculated using eq 18 with FSSH
ensembles containing (on each active diabat) 100 trajectories (red
dashed curves), 500 trajectories (green dashed curves), 1000 trajectories
(blue dashed curves), 5000 trajectories (cyan dashed curves), and 40 000
trajectories (magenta dashed curves). The solid black curves show
spectra calculated using HEOM. The results shown here are for the
model Hamiltonian in Figure 5. Note that the FSSH spectra are well
converged when 5000 trajectories are included in each ensemble.

PESs. Use of the AFSSH algorithm resulted in overly broad
spectral linehshapes, a reﬂection of the fact that AFSSH includes
decoherence eﬀects but not recoherences. Obviously, one must be
careful when using decoherence corrections if one is interested in
observables that are directly related to electronic coherences which
oscillate signiﬁcantly before they decay.
Second, we considered three-state model problems that
include the eﬀects of excited state nonadiabatic dynamics but
with the reorganization energy evenly distributed among a large
number of vibrational modes. The resulting spectral lineshapes
were devoid of quantized vibrational structure, indicating that
nuclear wave packet recoherences were much less important than
with the two-state models. Our FSSH method, eqs 17 and 18,
performed comparably to using Ehrenfest trajectories (eq 23),
and incorporating decoherence through the AFSSH algorithm
had only a minor eﬀect on the spectra. We must emphasize that,
since quantized vibrational structure is often washed away in
condensed phase electronic spectroscopy whereas decoherence
can be crucial for dynamics, decoherence corrections for FSSH
are almost always beneﬁcial and should be used. For instance, in
the present study, AFSSH does improve the calculation of
diabatic populations, as is evident in Figure 8.
Using the present data, this comparison between FSSH
and Ehrenfest dynamics can be viewed either as a strength or a
weakness of our FSSH method. On the one hand, FSSH never
outperforms Ehrenfest dynamics for computing complicated
coherences, even though FSSH requires more trajectories
for convergence. On the other hand, for problems without
recoherences and lacking vibrational structure, FSSH performs just
as well Ehrenfest dynamics; concurrently, FSSH ﬁnds detailed
balance and fully accounts for branching, whereas Ehrenfest
dynamics do not.43−45 (In all cases, both methods strongly

Figure 8. Populations on diabat 2 (solid curves) and diabat 3 (dashed
curves) as a function of time calculated using HEOM (black), FSSH
(red), and AFSSH (blue). The same simulation parameters were used
in as in Figures 4 and 5.

FSSH ensembles. Signiﬁcant numerical noise is present in
the spectra when each of the FSSH ensembles contain only
100 or 500 FSSH trajectories. Increasing the size of the FSSH
ensembles to 1000 trajectories eliminates nearly all of the
spurious oscillations in the spectra, but some small deviations
from the HEOM lineshapes persist. When 5000 trajectories are
propagated on the ground and on the excited PESs, the spectra
appear to be well-converged, with no signiﬁcant improvements
to the semiclassical lineshapes achieved by increasing the sizes
of the FSSH ensembles to 40 000 trajectories per surface.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have benchmarked the performance of several
methods for modeling electronic coherences and hence spectral
lineshapes from ensembles of independent semiclassical trajectories.
We focused ﬁrst on multidimensional problems involving two
uncoupled electronic states in which a large fraction of the reorganization energy is concentrated in a single vibrational
coordinate that is bilinearly coupled to the other modes on the
excited PES. The spectra exhibited pronounced quantized
vibrational progressions, indicating that nuclear wave packet
recoherences are dynamically signiﬁcant. We found that performing
the dynamics on the mean PES and calculating the electronic
coherence using eq 9 is generally more accurate than using eq 10 to
average together dynamical information obtained from separate
swarms of trajectories evolved on the ground and on the excited
J
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outperform the ground state Kubo, excited state Kubo, and the
inhomogeneous spectral lineshapes.) In general, for predicting
populations, the authors are aware of only one numerical study for
which Ehrenfest dynamics outperforms FSSH dynamics: surface
hopping is a clear improvement over mean-ﬁeld dynamics when
modeling population evolution for transient emission.57,79 Thus,
there is the temptation to improve the FSSH technology as much
as possible; for linear absorption spectroscopy, we believe that we
have now reached the limits of the FSSH perspective.
In future studies, it will be interesting to examine more
complicated spectral densities and electronic Hamiltonians to
identify whether conditions exist where the Ehrenfest and FSSH
approaches yield signiﬁcantly diﬀerent results, especially because
results from harmonic potentials are often not generalizable. It
will also be interesting to see where spectroscopic signatures of
decoherence become present as well as to develop extensions
to the AFSSH algorithm that improve its ability to treat
recoherences. Finally, we also plan to investigate the application
of the results described here to multidimensional spectroscopy.
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Equation 31 includes the eﬀects of both mode-speciﬁc displacements and an overall Duschinsky rotation.65 Assuming that the
Condon approximation is valid, the dipole−dipole correlation
function for this system can be written in the position
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where β = 1/kBT and Z is the partition function for N
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where yα̃ = xα̃ − Dα̃ . Substituting eqs 34−36 into eq 33, using
eq 32 to express x̃α in terms of the x⃗ coordinates, and
simplifying the resulting expression yields

where the normal modes on the excited PES, x̃,⃗ are related to
those on the ground PES, x⃗, by a unitary transformation
xα̃ =

⎡ im̃ α ωα̃
m̃ α ωα̃
exp⎢
2iπ ℏ sin(ωα̃ t )
⎣ 2ℏ sin(ωα̃ t )

⎤
× (cos(ωα̃ t )(yα‴
̃ 2 + yα′̃ 2 ) − 2yα‴
̃ yα′̃ )⎥e−i ϵt / ℏ
⎦

m ω 2x 2
+ α α α
2mα
2
+

∏
α=1

pα2

pα2̃

e

α=1

APPENDIX: Exact Linear Absorption Spectra for
Harmonic Potentials with Duschinsky Rotation
We consider a system with two uncoupled electronic states and N
vibrational modes with ground and excited nuclear Hamiltonians
Hg =

∏ ⟨yα‴̃ |e−iĤ t /ℏ|yα′̃ ⟩e−iϵt /ℏ

−iH t / ℏ
⟨x ‴
⃗ |e e |x ′⃗ ⟩ =

■

N

imα ωα
2π ℏ sin(ωαt )

∏

N

N

⎛

N

∑ ∑ ⎜⎜ ∑
k=1 S=1

⎤
× (xk‴xS‴ + xk′xS′)⎥
⎥⎦

⎝α=1

N

N

⎛

N

∑ ∑ ⎜⎜ ∑
k=1 S=1

⎝α=1

⎤
m̃ αωα̃ Lα , kLα , S ⎞
⎟⎟xk‴xS′⎥
⎥⎦
sin(ωα̃ t ) ⎠

m̃ αωα̃ cos(ωα̃ t )Lα , kLα , S ⎞
⎟⎟
sin(ωα̃ t )
⎠

(37)

The integral over x⃗′′ can be performed analytically as the
product of one-dimensional Gaussian integrals, leading to

(34)
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N

Cμμ(t ) = |μeg |2 e−i ϵt / ℏ ∏
α=1

The oﬀ-diagonal elements of Θ(t) that couple xk′ and xS′ or xk‴
and xS‴ are given by

mα ωαm̃ α ωα̃ (cosh(ℏωαβ) − 1)
2ξα(t )π 2ℏ2 sin(ωα̃ t )

⎡ im̃ ω̃ (cos(ω̃ t ) − 1)D̃ 2 ⎤
α
α ⎥
× exp⎢ α α
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
ℏ sin(ωα̃ t )
∞

×

∞

→
⎯

Θk , S ≠ k (t ) = −

⎡ m ω ⎛ sin(ω t )

⎯→

∫−∞ dx′ ∫−∞ dx‴exp⎢⎢⎣ 2ℏξα (αt ) ⎜⎝ sinh(ℏωα β) xα′2
α

⎡
⎞⎤
sinh(ℏωαβ) 2
m ω cosh(ℏωαβ) 2 ⎤
xα‴ + 2ixα′ xα‴⎟⎥ × exp⎢− ∑ α α
xα′ ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥⎦
sin(ωαt )
⎠⎦
⎣ α = 1 2ℏ sinh(ℏωαβ)

Θk , S ≠ k (t ) =

⎤
⎛ N m̃ ω̃ (cos(ω̃ t ) − 1)D̃ L ⎞
α
α α ,k
⎟⎟(xk‴ + xk′)⎥
∑ ⎜⎜ ∑ α α
sin(ωα̃ t )
⎠
⎦⎥
k=1 ⎝ α=1

⎡
i
× exp⎢−
⎢⎣ ℏ

⎤
⎛ N m̃ ω̃ L L ⎞
∑ ∑ ⎜⎜ ∑ α α α ,k α ,S ⎟⎟xk‴xS′⎥
⎥⎦
sin(ωα̃ t ) ⎠
k=1 S=1 ⎝ α=1

⎡
i
× exp⎢
⎢⎣ 2ℏ

∑ ∑ ⎜⎜ ∑

N

N

N

⎛

k=1 S=1

N

⎝α=1

(43)

i
ℏ

2N

∑
α=1

m̃ α Ω̃αα , kα , S
, | k − S| > N
sin(Ω̃αt )

(44)

Finally, the overall prefactor is
N

N

N

α=1

m̃ α Ω̃α cos(Ω̃αt )α , kα , S
,
sin(Ω̃αt )

while the oﬀ-diagonal elements of Θ(t) that couple x′k and xS‴
are given by

⎡ N im ω cos(ω t )
⎤
α
xα‴ 2 ⎥
× exp⎢− ∑ α α
⎢⎣ α = 1 2ℏ sin(ωαt )
⎥⎦
⎡
i
× exp⎢−
⎢⎣ ℏ

2N

∑

|k − S| < N ∧ (k − N )(S − N ) > 0

α

N

−

i
ℏ

(t ) = |μeg |2 e−i ϵt / ℏ ∏

mα ωαm̃ α ωα̃ (cosh(ℏωαβ) − 1)
2ξα(t )π 2ℏ2 sin(ωα̃ t )

α=1

⎡ im̃ ω̃ (cos(ω̃ t ) − 1)D̃ 2 ⎤
α
α
⎥
× exp⎢ α α
ℏ
sin(
ω
t
)
̃
⎦
⎣
α

⎤
m̃ α ωα̃ cos(ωα̃ t )Lα , k Lα , S ⎞
⎟⎟(xk‴xS‴ + xk′xS′)⎥
⎥⎦
sin(ωα̃ t )
⎠

(45)

(38)

In evaluating eq 39, it is important to note that det(Θ(t ))
is generally complex and therefore one must take into account
its branch cut. In practice, we found that choosing the root that
makes Cμμ(t + δt) lie closest in the complex plane to Cμμ(t)
provides a suitable procedure for ensuring that eq 39 yields a
continuous dipole−dipole correlation function. Additionally, to
maximize numerical stability, we ﬁrst evaluated log(Cμμ(t)) and
calculated det(Θ(t)) through its LU decomposition.70

where ξα(t ) = cosh(ℏωαβ)sin(ωαt ) + i cos(ωαt )sinh(ℏωαβ).
Our strategy for evaluating the 2N dimensional integral in
eq 38 is to note that it can be written in the form
Cμμ(t ) = (t )

⎤

⎡

∫ dX⃗ exp⎢⎣− 12 X⃗ ·Θ(t )·X⃗ + Γ⃗(t )·X⃗ ⎥⎦

⎤
⎡1
exp⎢ Γ⃗(t ) ·Θ−1(t ) ·Γ⃗(t )⎥
⎦
⎣
2
det(Θ(t ))

(t )(2π )N

=

■

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the
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More complete data sets for both the two-state models
described by eq 11 and the three-state models described
by eq 24; sample input ﬁles for the PHI program used to
perform the HEOM calculations; examination of the
validity of the second-order cumulant approximations to
eqs 7−10; comparison between spectra calculated from
ensembles of trajectories initialized from classical
Boltzmann and semiclassical Wigner distributions; and
displacements Dk>1 used in eq 11 (PDF).

where ⃗ is a 2N dimensional vector with k ⩽ N = xk′ and
k > N = xk‴− N . The vector Γ⃗ (t) is deﬁned as
Γk(t ) = −

i
ℏ

2N

∑
α=1

̃ α Ω̃α̃α (cos(Ω̃αt ) − 1)α , k
sin(Ω̃αt )

(40)

where  is a block-diagonal 2N by 2N matrix composed of 2
copies of L, ̃ k ⩽ N = ̃ k + N = m̃ k , Ω̃k ⩽ N = Ω̃k + N = ω̃ k , and
̃ k ⩽ N = ̃ k + N = D̃k . Θ(t) is a 2N by 2N complex symmetric
matrix with diagonal elements deﬁned as

■

k Ωk sin(Ωkt )
 Ω cosh(ℏΩkβ)
+ k k
ℏ sinh(ℏΩkβ)Ξk(t )
ℏ sinh(ℏΩkβ)
2N
m̃ α Ω̃α cos(Ω̃αt )α2 , k
i
,k⩽N
−
∑
ℏ
sin(Ω̃αt )

Θk , k (t ) = −
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with Ξk⩽N(t) = Ξk+N(t) = ξk(t). The oﬀ-diagonal elements of
Θ(t) that couple xk′ and xk‴ are given by
Θk , S(t ) = −

i k Ωk
i
+
ℏΞk(t )
ℏ

2N

∑
α=1

m̃ α Ω̃αα2 , k
sin(Ω̃αt )
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